Selected Phenotypic Assays Used to Evaluate Antiviral Resistance and Viral Fitness of Hepatitis B Virus and Its Variants
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Abstract
Currently available antiviral therapies specifically target viral replication by blocking reverse transcription with orally given nucleos(t)ide analogues and are able to specifically suppress viral replication. The unique replication strategy of hepatitis B virus (HBV), however, allows long-term persistence of the viral genome within infected hepatocytes in spite of successful therapy. Thus, antiviral therapy needs to be continued for years. Therapy can result either in the emergence and selection of antiviral-resistant variants or the relapse of viral replication after the termination of antiviral therapy. Resistance is a major problem for 4 of the 5 approved HBV nucleos(t)ide analogues, but it is not the only reason for therapy failure. An accurate phenotypic in vitro assay for resistance allows the identification of a viral variant selected in vivo during antiviral therapy and helps to find therapeutic alternatives. Furthermore, these assays can be used to measure viral fitness and pathogenicity in vitro. With the help of these assays, the prediction of emerging viral variants with drug resistance or increased pathogenic potential can be realized. Phenotypic resistance tests for HBV are not trivial because the virus cannot be readily grown in cell culture. This review focuses on currently available phenotypic assays to evaluate antiviral resistance of HBV and fitness of viral variants in general.

Introduction
Replication of hepatitis B virus (HBV) involves a reverse transcription step to convert pregenomic RNA (pgRNA) into relaxed circular viral DNA genome. Reverse transcription during viral genome maturation is prone to inaccuracy due to the missing proofreading function of the enzyme. However, after transmission of wild-type HBV, the genome sequence of the most dominant variant usually appears very stable [1], especially when compared to HIV, which also relies on a reverse transcriptase (RT) for genome replication. Nevertheless, under strong environmental pressure, either by an active immune system or artificially, during antiviral drug therapy, the HBV quasi-species is flexible and able to respond quickly to a given selection pressure. One of the best examples is the fast selection of drug-resistant variants in patients with highly active chronic hepatitis B treated with antivirals of low genetic resistance barrier, like lamivudine.
vudine [2]. It is the goal of any phenotypic assay to analyze the fitness of selected viral strains under the given selective pressure. In this regard, ‘viral fitness’ is defined as the ability of a certain viral strain to adapt to a defined environment in order to complete a full replicative cycle, including efficient binding and uptake into its host cells, genome replication, and generation and release of infectious progeny viruses. In vitro assays identify cellular restriction patterns, e.g., the ability to bind efficiently to cellular receptor structures or to provide efficient replication and propagate its viral genome to new host cells. In special animal systems, a phenotypic assay of a viral variant should also be able to evaluate its ability to deal with immunological pressure. However, despite isolation of a high-affinity receptor for HBV [3], no robust and simple system, neither in vitro nor in vivo, exists today that supports propagation of HBV to analyze the viral fitness of a given strain. Several reliable artificial systems have been evaluated that allow screening of drug resistance or infectivity in vitro and in vivo.

### In vitro Phenotypic Assays for HBV Resistance Testing

The general principle of a phenotypic assay for antiviral resistance is to measure replication of a selected HBV strain containing known or unknown mutations that confer resistance against an antiviral drug interfering with HBV replication. Various assays have been described, all of which have their strengths and weaknesses. The whole approach relies on the detection, isolation, and cloning of HBV DNA from the serum of a chronic hepatitis B patient under antiviral therapy with no or low response to antiviral treatment.

### Cell-Free Phenotypic Assays

Because of the difficulty in synthesis and purification of complete HBV polymerase in the functional form, no robust cell-free assay system for HBV polymerase activity has been established to date. Recently, Tavis et al. [4] succeeded in production of the HBV ribonuclease H (RNaseH) domain of HBV polymerase in Escherichia coli and its purification via affinity chromatography. Using cloned RNaseH from HBV genotypes D and H in an optimized cell-free system, the authors were able to screen various RNaseH inhibitors already known to interfere with RNaseH activity of HIV. A couple of active inhibitors derived from HIV research have proven to be effective in the cell-free phenotypic assay and were validated in cell culture [4]. Interestingly, RNaseH from HBV genotype D reacted more sensitively than RNaseH from genotype H towards individual inhibitors. Furthermore, Vörös et al. [5] overexpressed and purified two separate parts of HBV polymerase in Escherichia coli: the terminal protein (TP) and a concatemer of RT and RNase H (RT-RH). In an in vitro reconstitution solution, both domains – terminal protein and RT-RH – showed successful interaction resulting in reverse transcription activity that could be blocked by an inhibitor of duck HBV polymerase [5]. Although still not a high-throughput system, these enzymatic assays open a new horizon and offer groundbreaking new tools to screen for novel small-molecule inhibitors interfering with HBV replication based on the sensitivity of all three domains of the HBV polymerase.

### Amplification and Cloning of HBV Genome Variants

Efficient cloning of drug-resistant HBV genomes from sera of patients is done via PCR amplification by commercially available polymerases. Various polymerases are available that differ in fidelity and error rate. Usually, a reduced error rate caused by proofreading activity of a polymerase results in a lower amplification rate and thus in decreased efficiency of the individual polymerase used. Thus, choosing the right polymerase for amplification is a compromise between the required amount of DNA template (dependent on the viral DNA titer in the sample), the length of the amplificate, time, and number of cycles taken during PCR and fidelity of the used polymerase including its ability for proofreading during the synthesis of the DNA strands. The gold standard of any phenotypic assay using cloned HBV genomes is the amplification and cloning of the full DNA genome (3.2 kb) via a PCR polymerase with the highest proofreading fidelity available. However, usually 10³ to 10⁶ HBV genomes per PCR reaction are necessary to obtain a sufficient amount for successful cloning because of the reduced amplification power of those polymerases for long DNAs. Furthermore, the nick and the gap also reduce the amplification efficiency. Consequently, many authors amplify only the RT domain of the HBV polymerase since primary and secondary resistance mutations against nucleos(t)ide analogues have been described to cluster within the RT domain of the HBV polymerase [6]. However, other parts of the polymerase, like the RNaseH or the primer domain might also have an influence on antiviral
resistance and thus on fitness of an HBV variant. Cloning of the entire polymerase ORF that accounts for 70% of the HBV genome might be a compromise if full genome amplification cannot be achieved. Since the polymerase ORF also contains the full ORF of the HBV surface proteins [for a review, see 7], this approach gives additional detailed genotypic information on further mutations within the HBV surface proteins. For example, many mutations within the first 77 amino acids of the preS1 domain can result in decrease or even loss of infectivity of those mutants [8]. Cloning of the RT domain alone will only give essential information about changes within the S domain, e.g. stop mutations that can lead to secretion-deficient variants [9], or other mutations within the antigenic determinant, responsible for HBV immune escape [10–13] and their transmission [14].

Using an elegant PCR approach, Günther et al. [15] used specially designed PCR primers to amplify full-length (1.0) genomes from serum of hepatitis B patients. The authors took advantage of the fact that the plus and minus strands of the HBV DNA genome within the virion are not covalently linked [7]. The authors designed primers close to a highly conserved genomic region of HBV called direct repeat 1 and inserted within their primers an artificial DNA restriction site that allowed the release of a full-genome HBV construct (also called 1.0× HBV genome) with self-complementary DNA ends after treatment with respective restriction nucleases [15]. Afterwards, the modified, but still full-length HBV DNA double-strand could directly be transfected into hepatoma cell lines (e.g. HuH7), where it is supposed to circularize into cccDNA. The great advantage of this method is a vector-free expression of HBV genomes, derived directly from serum of HBV-infected patients, allowing cloning and expression of all major viral variants from one individual serum. However, viral replication from cccDNA in hepatoma cell lines is usually lower than from HBV overlength expression vectors with strong artificial promoters (e.g. CMV) and thus might be difficult to detect [16].

In contrast to the HBV full-genome PCR method of Günther et al. [15], amplified subgenomic DNA fragments of HBV (e.g. the polymerase ORF or the RT region) have to be inserted into an existing HBV expression vector cassette harboring an HBV genome with overlength orientation. This procedure allows the starting of the replicative cycle of HBV via transcription of pgRNA from the overlength expression plasmid after transfection into hepatoma cell lines (e.g. HepG2 or HuH7). Based on the layout of the expression plasmid, pgRNA synthesis could either be driven by HBV’s own promoters and enhancers (present either 1.3×, 1.5×, or 2.0× in the genome) or by artificial promoters (usually a strong CMV promoter) for 1.1× HBV genome constructs [16–18]. If evaluation of HBV pgRNA synthesis is the main goal of the phenotypic assay, e.g. to analyze effects of core and precore promoter mutants, constructs using artificial promoters are not suitable. For those approaches, the method of Günther et al. [15] or the use of HBV 1.5-mers or HBV dimers with HBV natural promoter/enhancer structures should be used.

Since a robust expression of HBV pgRNA is needed for the investigation of antiviral drug-resistance mutations within the RT domain of the HBV polymerase, constructs with strong external promoters usually provide the most reliable results. However, one has to keep in mind that any insertion of foreign subgenomic fragments into an existing HBV expression plasmid results in the production of chimeric viral particles and the possibility of altered phenotypic characteristics. For example, exchange of the complete polymerase ORF within a 1.1× overlength HBV expression construct results in synthesis of chimeric core particles and X-protein, due to overlapping ORFs in the HBV genomic architecture. Cloned expression constructs are usually transfected as expression plasmids, but can also be delivered via baculoviral [19, 20], adenoviral [21], or adeno-associated virus vectors [22]. Some studies have been done with cell lines stably transfected with a selected HBV expression cassette [23–25]. Generation of stable cell lines is much more time-consuming than transient transfection, but the clonal character of a stable cell line could overcome variability with transient transfection in difficult-to-transfect cell lines, like HepG2. Many of those stable cell lines have been used to determine susceptibility of certain well-characterized drug-resistant HBV variants to antiviral nucleos(t)ide analogues and to analyze cross-resistance of distinct resistance mutations within the RT domain of the HBV polymerase [23–25]. However, one has to take into account that the integration of the HBV expression cassette into certain loci of the host cell genome is prone to epigenetic variations that could alter the expression level of the HBV clone and thus could bias the phenotypic assay in terms of viral fitness.

**Construction of Phenotypic Assays to Analyze Viral Fitness**

Detection of viral DNA replication in transfected cells is done with cytoplasm or the supernatant of the cells. Use of quantitative real-time PCR systems have become wide-
ly accepted nowadays in contrast to detection by Southern blot, which is much more tedious and of limited sensitivity and accuracy compared to PCR-based assays [26]. Despite these challenges, Southern blot analysis could provide important additional analytic information about replicative DNA intermediates of a variant and has been characterized that regained limited susceptibility after cultivation in a special medium requiring high concentration of dimethyl sulfoxide [32]. Since the characterization of human liver bile acid transporter Na⁺-taurocholate cotransporting polypeptide (hNTCP) as a high-affinity receptor for HBV and HDV [3], human hepatoma cell lines like HepG2 and HuH7 gain HBV susceptibility upon transient or stable expression of cloned hNTCP [3]. For any infectivity assay, HBV and HDV, either from cell culture or patient-derived materials, can be used [8, 33]. However, a major drawback is the high amount of viral particles that are still needed for optimal infectivity even for cells of hepatoma cell lines, overexpressing hNTCP [3, 33]. Furthermore, production and secretion of infectious HBV from those cultures is far from optimal. These weaknesses might be the reason that all in vitro infection systems to date lack robust propagation and reinfection of the newly produced viruses in culture cells, even after artificial overexpression of NTCP [3]. Nevertheless, with the current infectivity assays, validation of HBV variants is possible if the viral fitness of individual variants allows sufficient production of virions [34].

Production of virions in cell culture from cloned and transfected HBV genomes can be achieved by any of the methods described above. Usually, for improved expression of the virions, HBV expression constructs (1.1×) with a strong artificial promoter (e.g. CMV) are currently used. For all in vitro infection assays, standardization of the viral input is crucial. Human plasma from chronic hepatitis B patients usually contains a large surplus of

Fig. 1. Example of a dose response function for a viral inhibitor and viral replication using a regression model and calculation of resistance factors. The inhibition curve is described by the equation in the upper right corner, using three different parameters: the amplitude of the curve (difference between no inhibition and maximum inhibition) is defined by parameter A, parameter B defines the inflexion point (the x value at 1/2 A), and parameter C controls the transition width of the curve (distance on the x-axis between the x values with corresponding y values of 1/6 A and 5/6 A). The equation is used to calculate the IC₅₀ and the IC₉₀ values. For the quantification of the resistance, the ratio between the wild-type IC₅₀/₉₀ and the IC₅₀/₉₀ of the isolate is calculated. The resulting value is called the resistance factor (RF₅₀/₉₀).

Cal nonlinear regression models (fig. 1) [27]. The significance of the differences of replication between the wild-type and the variant can then be tested statistically via univariate ANOVA tests. Due to the multiple comparisons to a similar wild type, a certain procedure should be used to adjust the significance threshold [28], e.g. Bonferroni correction [29].

Phenotypic Assays Based on Infectivity of HBV/HDV: Cell Culture Assays

Propagation of HBV would be very useful, e.g. in comparing the fitness of two HBV variants or the phenotypic adaptation of different HBV variants under antiviral treatment in vitro. In the past, infectivity assays for HBV were only possible with primary hepatocytes of proven susceptibility, derived either from humans, higher primates, or the Asian tree shrew Tupaia belangeri [30, 31]. In 2002, a human hepatoma cell line (HepaRG) was characterized that regained limited susceptibility after cultivation in a special medium requiring high concentration of dimethyl sulfoxide [32]. Since the characterization of human liver bile acid transporter Na⁺-taurocholate cotransporting polypeptide (hNTCP) as a high-affinity receptor for HBV and HDV [3], human hepatoma cell lines like HepG2 and HuH7 gain HBV susceptibility upon transient or stable expression of cloned hNTCP [3]. For any infectivity assay, HBV and HDV, either from cell culture or patient-derived materials, can be used [8, 33]. However, a major drawback is the high amount of viral particles that are still needed for optimal infectivity even for cells of hepatoma cell lines, overexpressing hNTCP [3, 33]. Furthermore, production and secretion of infectious HBV from those cultures is far from optimal. These weaknesses might be the reason that all in vitro infection systems to date lack robust propagation and reinfection of the newly produced viruses in culture cells, even after artificial overexpression of NTCP [3]. Nevertheless, with the current infectivity assays, validation of HBV variants is possible if the viral fitness of individual variants allows sufficient production of virions [34].

Production of virions in cell culture from cloned and transfected HBV genomes can be achieved by any of the methods described above. Usually, for improved expression of the virions, HBV expression constructs (1.1×) with a strong artificial promoter (e.g. CMV) are currently used. For all in vitro infection assays, standardization of the viral input is crucial. Human plasma from chronic hepatitis B patients usually contains a large surplus of
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subviral particles that could interfere with receptor recognition at the hNTCP. Furthermore, human plasma components have been described to interfere with infection in vitro [35]; therefore, purification of the virions is recommended [35, 36]. Ultracentrifugation using various density media (sucrose, percoll) will result in enrichment of virions and separation from the bulk of subviral particles and main plasma components [37–39]. Quantification of virions can be achieved by real-time PCR assays using WHO standards [26]. The total amount of HBsAg could be determined with currently available diagnostic systems, or by in-house ELISA systems using specific monoclonal antibodies against all three HBV surface proteins, thus also allowing quantification of large and middle HBV surface proteins [38]. Quantification of viral particles from cell culture is even more challenging since in addition to enveloped virions, those cultures also produce large amounts of nonenveloped DNA-containing core particles [25, 40–42] that are noninfectious [43]. The ratio of viral particles to core particles (HBV) should be determined, e.g. after centrifugation in cesium-chloride density gradients followed by quantification of core and complete HBV particles in the layers [44]. Alternatively, enveloped particles could be quantified by immune precipitation with anti-preS1 antibodies [38]. Purification of virions and separation from core particles can be achieved by ultracentrifugation with density gradients, e.g. sucrose or percoll [36, 37], or by affinity purification with heparin columns [45, 46]. HBV/HDV-infectivity assays have been useful in characterizing neutralizing HBV antibodies [36, 38], validation of antiviral drugs, e.g. nucleos(t)ide analogues [47] and viral entry inhibitors [48, 49], and to analyze the zoonotic potential of new orthohepadnaviruses from bats [33]. To phenotypically analyze potential pathogenic effects of viral variants, primary hepatocytes still have to be used [50].

**Phenotypic Assays Using Animal Models**

Due to the high species specificity of HBV, in vivo infectivity studies have been done using chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes). In an approach to study viral fitness and infectivity of drug-resistant HBV strains, Kamili et al. [51] successfully transmitted a clonal lamivudine-resistant triple HBV variant (rtV173L, rtL180M, and rtM204V) to chimpanzees. This viral variant also showed changes in the overlapping ORF for the surface proteins (sE146D, sI195M), allowing transmission even to successfully vaccinated chimpanzees [51]. Since HBV infection experiments with chimpanzees are difficult to manage and ethically questionable, in vivo infection experiments were also performed with immunodeficient mice harboring a humanized liver, i.e. uPa-Scid mice [52, 53]. The uPa-Scid mouse system has been successfully used to study the infectivity of HBV and HDV variants [54] and antiviral drug evaluation [55], and to analyze the efficacy of viral entry inhibitors [56, 57]. Furthermore, the direct cytopathic effects of HBV variants have been evaluated with this model [58]. However, due to the complexity of this animal model and the lack of an adaptive immune system, phenotypic screening of a large array of HBV variants seems to be difficult. A breakthrough would be the establishment of a small animal model that is transgenic for human NTCP with the ability to fully support the replicative cycle of HBV.
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